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Validation


What does this circuit do?

Discriminator


Hard to say without animation/simulation


First item that arrives through one of the writers is
selected for output through the taker. All three input
values must arrive before the next cycle can start.

Is this what we want?


Verification and validation are independent procedures
that are used together for checking that a product,
service, or system meets requirements and specifications
and that it fulfils its intended purpose.



Validation.The assurance that a product, service, or
system meets the needs of the customer and other
identified stakeholders. It often involves acceptance and
suitability with external customers



Verification. The evaluation of whether or not a product,
service, or system complies with a regulation,
requirement, specification, or imposed condition.

Model checking









Check whether a given model of a system meets a
given specification
Used to prove properties of hardware or software
Absence of deadlocks or other critical states

Given a desired property, expressed as a temporal
logic formula p, and a structure M with initial state s,
decide if M = p.
If M is finite, model checking reduces to a graph
search.

Discriminator


Properties?








The sequence of A,B and C (in
any order) should be always
followed by D
There exists an infinite sequence
of (A,B,C,D)
No sequences (A, A…), (B, B…)
or (C, C…) can be observed (flow
at the same port cannot be
observed twice in a row)
After A and B have been
observed, only C can be observed
…

Industrial example





Elevator – a flight control surface, usually at the rear of
an aircraft, to control the aircraft's orientation by
changing its pitch and the angle of attack of the wing
(nose-up, nose-down)
Hybrid system:



discrete behaviour (e.g., control system: switch on/off, which
we can model with Reo)
continuous behaviour (e.g., differential equations modelling
airflow, pressure in hydraulic valves, etc.)

The elevator system consists of





4 actuators connected to 3 hydraulic subsystems
Each mechanical elevator is positioned by 2 hydraulical
actuators
During normal operation, each of these elevators is
controlled by their outer actuator
In case of failure, this actuator is deactivated and a
redundant actuator takes over.

The redundancy management of actuators
is modelled by a Reo circuit.


Each of the actuators can be in one of three possible
states,







active, the control signal positions the servo valve and
the corresponding pressure drives the cylinder piston,
stand-by, the control signal positions the servo valve but
the corresponding pressure is not passed to the cylinder,
passive, the control signal does not position the servo
valve and the pressure is not passed to the cylinder.

When the outer actuator (actuator 1) fails, the inner
actuator (actuator 2) should be activated
When the inner actuator (actuator2) is activated, the
outer one (actuator1) must be deactivated

Model of an elevator




Is this model correct?
Can we analyze animations?

Elevator model:
80 states and 467 transitions

Verification of Reo


Use automata semantics





Constraint automata
Timed constraint automata
…



Formally describe requirements, specification or
conditions



Safety properties




“Something bad will not happen”

Liveness properties


“Something good will eventually happen”

Approaches


Vereofy (University of Dresden)
http://www.vereofy.de/








Developed specifically for Reo and Constraint Automata
Dedicated property specification format
Shows counterexamples
No support for abstract data types
Uses a fixed global data domain for all components
Supports only a simple data constraint specification
language

Problems



Reinventing the wheel?
To compute a CA, we need to analyze data
constraints





Usable model checkers and specification languages
should support all common mathematical functions,
abstract data types, lambda calculus
Need to develop a parser
Need to integrate a system for evaluation of algebraic
expressions

Can we use existing model checkers?


Yes, but




Input format is often different, behavior of Reo circuits has
to be described in this format

Approach:




Generate a CA for a circuit, convert to another model
Difficulties to build CA (see previous slide)
What about compositionality?

Compositional verification




A system is composed from subparts (channels,
connectors, components/services) that we want to
analyze separately
The model checker input format should be capable of:





Specifying the behavior of each channel or node,
Obtaining the behavioral model for the entire system.

Which verification tools support compositional
modeling?







mCRL2, CADP
UPPAAL
…
Multiple events/actions on one transition
Propagation of synchronization is usually a problem

mCRL2



http://www.mcrl2.org/
Behavioral specification language and an associated
toolset





Developed at TU Eindhoven (+ LaQuSo, CWI and Twente
University)

Based on the algebra of communicating processes (ACP)
Extended with data and time



Built-in data types: Bool, Nat, Pos, Int, Real
Algebraic data types







Constructors, recognition and projection functions

Built-in support for lists, sets and bags
User-defined functions (λ calculus)

Tested on a number of industrial case studies

Installation and configuration


Premise:






Download and install mCRL2 toolset for your platform
http://www.mcrl2.org/release/user_manual/download.html
Go to Window – Preferences – Reo – External
programs:






Eclipse installed
Extensible Coordination Tools (ECT) installed

Set up directory with mCRL2 installed

Design a connector, select it
Go to Properties – mCRL2
Generate LTS or state your formula to check

Plug-in

Plug-in options









With components – include behavior of external
components into the generated specification
With data – generate data-aware model (otherwise,
ignore data)
With colors – use actions for colors in coloring semantics,
needed to reason about context-sensitive behavior
I/O options – generate Input/Output LTS for input-output
conformance testing
CADP – use a model checker from CADP (Construction
and Analysis of Distributed Processes) toolset
http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/cadp/
Blocking - obsolete

Plug-in options


Traversal – order of synchronizing actions in generated
parallel processes











None – any order
Depth first, breadth first – according to the order defined by the
depth/breadth first traversal of the Reo network graph

Show LTS – show the model state-space
Simulate – simulate Reo network using mCRL2 simulation tool
Formula – logic formula to check
Datatype – define a data domain for a component/connector
Expression – define boolean expressions for components/filter
channels to constraint data flow

mCRL2 specification language



Actions are atomic events (e.g. a firing of a port or a request
arrival in a Reo connector)
Processes are the active entities defined as expressions over
actions and other processes










Multiaction: a|b (synchronized actions)
Alternative composition: a + b (nondeterministic choice)
Sequence composition: a.b (b started after a)
Conditional: expr → a ◊ b (if-then-else)
At operator: act (action a happens at time t)
Parallel composition: a||b (interleavings a.b + b.a + a|b)

Actions and processes can be parametrized with data


Summation: ∑d∈D a(d) (a(d1) + a(d2) + a(d3)…)

mCRL2 specification language








Renaming: ρR(a) where R is a set of renamings of
the form b → c, meaning that every occurrence of b
in a is replaced by c
Hiding: τH(a) renames all actions of H in a to τ
Restriction (allow): ∇R(a) where R specifies which
actions are allowed to occur in a
Blocking: ∂B(a) where B is a set of actions that is not
allowed to occur in a
Communication: ΓC(p), where C is a set of allowed
communications of the form a0|...|an→ c, n ≥1 which
means that every group of actions a0|...|an within a
multiaction is replaced by an action c

Process-algebra semantics of Reo



Data flow observed at a channel end = action
Synchronous channel, synchronous drain




Non-deterministic synchronous lossy channel






Fifo = A.B.Fifo; FullFifo = B.Fifo;
Alternative encoding: Fifo(f: Bool) = (¬f → A ◊ B).Fifo(¬f);

Replication node




AsyncDrain = (A + B).AsyncDrain;

FIFO




LossySync = (A|B + A).LossySync;

Asynchronous drain




Sync = A|B.Sync;

ReplicationNode = X|Y|Z.ReplicationNode;

Merge node


MergeNode = (X|Z + Y|Z).MergeNode;

Channel composition


Synchronize and hide actions corresponding to the
connected channels
A

B

B
A

C

D

A

B|C →E

D

P = ∂{joint ends}(Γ{joint ends}(Node1 || Node2 ||
Node3 || Node4 || Sync1 || Sync2 ||

D

Sync3 || Sync4 || Sync5 || LossySync1 ||
C

LossySync2 || SyncDrain1)

Exercise 1



How the mCRL2 semantics for this circuit will look like?
The circuit is composed from






2 sync channels,
1 FIFO1
1 merge node

We define the mCRL2 process for each of them and
make them communicate

Optimization
Reduce the size of the state space while building the
LTS for the mCRL2 specification of a Reo
connector by iterated connector construction

A

B
A

B
A

1. P0 = ∂{joint ends at Node1} (Γ {joint ends at Node1}(Node1 ||
Sync1 || LossySync1 || LossySync2 || SyncDrain1))
2. P1 = ∂{joint ends at Node2} (Γ {joint ends at Node2}(Node2 ||
Sync2 || Sync3 || P0 ))
3. P2 = ∂{joint ends at Node3} (Γ {joint ends at Node3}(Node3 ||
Sync4 || P1 ))

D

B
A

4. P3 = ∂{joint ends at Node4} (Γ {joint ends at Node4}(Node4 ||
Sync5 || P2 ))

D
C

Correctness

 Assuming that all basic channels and nodes are mapped to mCRL2

correctly (e.g., their semantic models are equivalent, i.e.,
corresponding CA and LTS are bisimilar), we show that the
following operators give equivalent mCRL2 processes:


Product


Left side:






Right side:





Convert a CA A1 to mCRL2 process P1
Convert a CA A2 to mCRL2 process P2
Synchronize joint ports in processes P1 and P2, get process P

Compute product of A1 and A2, say A
Convert A to mCRL2 process Q

Show that P and Q are bisimilar

Correctness


Hiding


Left side:





Right side:





Given CA A, hide set of ports C
Convert the automaton after hiding, say A‘, to mCRL2 process P

Convert CA A to mCRL2 process Q
Apply mCRL2 hiding operator to P by hiding actions from set C,
call the result process Q

Show that P and Q are bisimilar

Property specification


First-order modal µ-calculus extended with datadepended processes and regular formulas



Modal µ-calculus is an extension of propositional
modal logic by adding a least fixpoint operator μ and
a greatest fixpoint operator ν (important for defining
recursion)



Many temporal logics can be encoded in the μcalculus, including CTL* and its widely used
fragments—linear temporal logic (LTL) and
computational tree logic (CTL).

µ-calculus


The notation μZ. (and its dual νZ. ) are inspired
from the -calculus



Can refer to the least and greatest fixed points of the
expression



A fixed point of a function is a point that is mapped to
itself by the function, i.e., f(a)=a



Used in -calculus to define recursive functions:


For any term M: Λ → Λ, a fixed point of M is a term Q
such that: M Q = Q

µ-calculus


Labelled transition systems (S, R, V)






S – states,
R –maps to each label a a relation on S,
V – maps each proposition p to a set of states where p is true

Mu-calculus syntax and semantics:








Proposition p holds in the set of states V(p);
 holds in every state where  and  both hold;
 holds in every state where  does not hold.
[a] holds in a state s if every a-transition leading out of s
leads to a state where  holds.
a holds in a state s if there exists a-transition leading out of
s that leads to a state where  holds.
νZ. holds in any state in any set T such that, when the
variable Z is set to T, then  holds for all of T

µ-calculus




The operator μ is interpreted as liveness ("something
good eventually happens") and ν as safety ("nothing
bad ever happens")
Examples:



νZ. [a]Z is interpreted as  is true along every a-path
μ Z.  a Z is interpreted as there exists a path along atransitions to a state where  holds

Some examples


Deadlock free (some action is always possible):




a is always possible




[ true* . a. !b] false

There exists an infinite sequence of a.b.c:




[ true* ] < true* . a> true

After every a always b




[ true* ] <a> true

Always, eventually a is possible:




[true*]<true>true

<true*>nu X.<a.b.c>X

See http://www.mcrl2.org for detailed explanation and
examples

Action formulae
Operator

Meaning

val

Evaluates a boolean expression

true

true

false

false

!

not

&&

and

||

or

Multiaction a|b
tau for empty action,
mu for μ,
nu for 
Priority
!
@
&& and ||

forall

Universal quantification

exists

Existential quantification

=>

@

Formula at the specified time

forall and exists

Regular expressions



Operator

Meaning

nil

Empty set

*, postfix +

.

Concatenation

.

Infix +

Choice

*

Transitive reflexive closure

Postfix +

Transitive closure

Conditions on traces


a.b.c, a + b, a*, a+ b

Priority

Infix +

Discriminator circuit


Properties?


The sequence of A,B and C (in any
order) should be always followed by
D





There exists an infinite sequence of
A.B.C.D








[A.B.C.!D]false
[(A.B.C + A.C.B + B.A.C + B.C.A +
C.A.B + C.B.A).!D]false

<true*> nu X.<A.B.C.D>X
(does not hold, why?)

No sequences (A, A…), (B, B…) or
(C, C…) can be observed (flow at
the same port cannot be observed
twice in a row)
After A and B have been observed,
only C can be observed
…

Circuits with data
Organization:
Name: String
RegID: String

Person:
Name: String
Age: Nat




How do I define condition using
message fields?
E.g., if person, age > 21

Each component, writer or reader, provides or
expects message in a certain format
A connector should deal with any data items
consumed by its source nodes

Data models
act A, B: Data;
 Sync = ∑d∈Data . A(d)|B(d) . Sync;
 SyncDrain = ∑d1,d2 ∈Data . A(d1)|B(d2) . SyncDrain;
 LossySync = ∑d∈Data . (A(d)|B(d) + A(d)) . LossySync;
 AsyncDrain = ∑d∈Data . (A(d) + B(d)) . AsyncDrain;
 Filter = sum ∑d∈Data . (expr(d) → A(d)|B(d) ◊ A(d)). Filter, where
expr(d) is a boolean expression
 Transformer = ∑d∈Data . A(d)|B(expr(d)) . Transformer;
 ReplicationNode = ∑d∈Data . X(d)|Y(d)|Z(d) . ReplicationNode;
 MergeNode = ∑d∈Data . (X(d)|Z(d) + Y(d)|Z(d)) . MergeNode;


FIFO



DataFIFO = struct empty?isEmpty | full(e:Data)?isFull;
Fifo(f: DataFIFO) = ∑d∈Data isEmpty(f)→A(d).Fifo(full(d)) ◊ B(e(f)).Fifo(empty))

Global data domain




The global data domain in a Reo model is a union of all message
types
Given a set of elementary data types DT1,…,DTn, the global data
type is described as follows:

Data = struct D1(e1: DT1)|…|Dn(e1: DTn)


JoinNode = ∑ d1,d2 ∈Data. (X(d1)|Y(d2)|Z(tuple(d1, d2)).JoinNode;



For m-join node tuple(e1: Data, e2: Data,…, em: Data) is added to
the Data description, e.g.,

Data = struct D1(e1: DT1)|…|Dn(e1: DTn) |tuple(e1: Data, e2:
Data)

Global data domain

•
•
•

•

Expressions for filter and transformer channels become dependent
on the structure of the Reo connector
Data = struct D1(e: DT1)|D2(e: DT2)|tuple(e1: Data, e2: Data)
Assuming that the data item on port D is called d, the filter
expression can be specified as follows: name(e(e1(e2 (d)))) == Alice
Recognition functions such as ?isD1, ?isD2, ?isTuple can be
defined and used in expressions

Global data domain

+ FIFO channels: DataFIFO = struct empty?isEmpty |
full(e:Data)?isFull;
+ Timer channels: struct reset?isReset | off?isOff | timeout |
other(e: Data)?isOther

Exercise 2




Model a filter in ECT
Set attributes in Properties view.
Writer datatype:





Add conditions to the filter





Person(name:Names, age:Pos) ; Names = struct
Alice|Bob|Carl|Dave
To generate LTS, assume 21< age < 30 (age (d) < 30
&& age(d) > 21)
name(e1(d)) == Alice
age(e1(d)) < 25

We can verify data-aware formulae, e.g.,


<A(d1(Person(Alice,22)))|B(d1(Person(Alice,22)))>true

Timer with off- and reset- options

Timer with off- and reset- options





Reacts differently to different data inputs:
 DataTimer = struct reset?isReset | off?isOff | timeout | other(e:
Data)?isOther
Has two states
 State = struct OFF?isOFF | ON?isON
State s (timer ON or OFF), current time x, timer delay t
 Timer(s: State, x: Real, t: Real ) =
isOFF(s)→∑d∈DataTimer isOther(d)→A(d).Timer(ON, 0, t) +
isON (s) → ((x < t) → ∑d∈DataTimer
isReset(d) → A(d).Timer(ON, 0, t) +
isOff (d) → A(d).Timer(OFF, x, t) +
tickcx.Timer(ON, x + 1, t))
◊ B(timeout).Timer(OFF, x, t)

Abstraction: variable

Variable(f:DataFIFO) = sum d:Data.
Write(d).Variable(full(d)) + Read(e(f)).Variable(f)

Auction process

Global data domain

Auction process:
verification

[true*.StartAuction@r.true*.!AnounceTheWinner
@(r+5)] false

Auction process:
verification with data
Forall d: Data.val((bidderID(e1(d))>0) && (bidderPrice(e1(d))<2) &&
(bidderPrice(e1(d)) == bidderID(e1(d)))) &&
[true*.startTheAuction@r.true*.!announceTheWinner@(r+5)] false

Another example


Candy vending machine







Accepts 5 and 10 cent
Sells 15c or 20c candy
Can hold up to 20c

Reo model - let’s keep it simple:



no data
use a FIFO to represent each state

Candy machine: Petri net

Candy machine: Reo model



Exercise: check that there are no deadlocks

We can do better






Make sure the machine goes to a right state when a
certain coin is inserted
Generalize the machine using a variable to keep the
current amount
Model a user button to choose a candy type
…

Vending machine with coin input

Generalized vending machine

Conclusions


mCRL2 toolset http://www.mcrl2.org/









Powerful support for data
Rich property specification format (μ calculus)
Hard to extract counterexamples
Difficult to define some data domains (e.g., arrays)
Difficult to define some conditions (e.g., regular expressions on
individual actions within a multiaction are not supported)

CADP toolset (INRIA) http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/cadp/





Compatible with the generated mCRL2 code (.lps →.aut)
Efficient model checking + other useful functionality (e.g., modelbased testing, performance evaluation, advanced action sequence
search)
License

Vereofy: overview


Model description:







Property specification languages:







Reo Scripting Language (RSL) for specifying Reo networks
Constraint Automata Reactive Module Language (CARML)
for specifying service interfaces
RSL and CARML are equally powerful and rely on the same
semantic model (CA)
LTLIO (Linear Temporal Logic)
CTL (Computational Tree Logic)
BTSL (Branching Time Streams Logic)

Counterexamples/witnesses
http://www.vereofy.de/download/vereofy_manual.pdf

Vereofy: installation and use


Can be used as a standalone model-checking tool or as
a plugin.



http://www.vereofy.de/download.html - write an email to ask for
a copy
http://www.vereofy.de/eclipse/update - currently does not work
(dependency on Reo 3.3.3 while the current version is 4.0.0)



Both version run on Mac OS X, Linux, and Windows.



Written in C++
Uses the BDD library JINC
Generates BDD-based symbolic representations of the
constraint automata from RSL and CARML code.




Binary Decision Diagram


Data structure to represent a Boolean
function









a rooted, directed, acyclic graph, which
consists of:
one or two terminal nodes of out-degree
zero labeled 0 or 1,
a set of variable nodes u of out-degree
two.
The two outgoing edges are given by two
functions low(u) and high(u).
In pictures, these are shown as dotted and
solid lines, respectively.
A variable var(u) is associated with each
variable node.

JINC – API to handle object-oriented
binary decision diagrams

Binary Decision Diagram
Let’s consider boolean expressions
t ::= x | 0 | 1 |  t | t  t | t  t | t  t |t  t
where x ranges over a set of Boolean variables.
 The operator priorities (highest first): , , , , 
 Example: x1  x2  x3  x4
 Recall DNF and CNF?


Let x  y0, y1 be the if-then-else operator defined as
x  y0, y1 = (x  y0 )  (x  y1)
 Hence, t  t0, t1 is true if (i) t and t0 are true or (ii) if t is false
and t1 is true.
 An If-then-else Normal Form (INF) is a Boolean expression
built entirely from the if-then-else operator and the constants 0
and 1 such that all tests are performed only on variables.


Shannon expansion
Let t[0/x] and t[1/x] be boolean expressions obtained by
replacing x with 0 or with 1 in t.
 The following equivalence holds: t = x  t[1/x] , t[0/x]
(Shannon expansion of t with respect to x)
 This simple equation is used to generate an INF from any
expression t:










If t contains no variables it is either equivalent to 0 or 1 which is
an INF.
Otherwise we form the Shannon expansion of t with respect to
one of the variables x in t. Thus, since t[0/x] and t[1/x] both
contain one less variable than t, we can recursively find INFs
for both of these; call them t0 and t1.
An INF for t is now simply x  t1, t0.

Exercise: find INF for (a) t = x, (b) t = x  y
Answers: (a) x  0, 1; (b) x  (y  1, 0), (y  0, 1)

BDD = Visualization of INF

Model: CA + data


A constraint automaton needs to be associated with
a finite data domain (Data), which collects all
possible data items transmitting through the network
or stored within the local variables of components



Let p, p1, p2  N – Reo nodes
Let d  Data – value (data item)



io_constraint := io_constraint_atom |
io_constraint_atom & io_constraint
 io_constraint_atom := p | !p | #p == d | #p != d
| # p1==# p2 | #p1 != #p2


Constraint Automata Reactive Module
Language (CARML)


Syntax:










MODULE module_name [parameter_list]
{port_definitions [variable_definitions] transition_definitions}

Ports are classified to input and output ports
Variables

--data-domain command line option. Only one
deﬁnition is possible for the whole system. The
default data domain is int(0,1).
Transitions

CARML


A state guard is a conjunction of state guard
expressions over the local variable evaluation.



I/O-guards restrict the data ﬂow on the ports of the
actual module, i.e. the active ports, the data
accepted on input ports and the data values sent on
output ports. An I/O-guard has the following syntax:

CARML example: sync channel


CA for the default Int(0,1)
domain (Boolean)

CARM example: (Empty) FIFO

Reo Scripting Language (RSL)






The idea behind RSL is to use the join operator to
compose channels, nodes or components into a
more complex system.
RSL variables: all variables in RSL are dynamically
growing arrays.
Variables do not need to be deﬁned before usage.
The Reo join operator takes two arguments and
creates a new Reo node.

Using RSL join operator: examples




Let C[0] and C[1] be RSL variables referring to
unconnected channel ends/ports
Let N[0] and N[1] be RSL variables referring to nodes.
The following list demonstrates the different join variants:








R=JOIN(C[0], C[1]): A new node is created, connected to both
channel ends. The node is named R. If the assignment is
omitted, the created node will be anonymous.
JOIN(N[0], C[0]): Channel end C[0] is connected to node N[0].
R=JOIN(N[0], C[0]): Channel end C[0] is connected to node
N[0], and R is a new alias for the resulting node.
R=JOIN(N[0], N[1]): A new node R is created and all channel
ends/ports that are connected to N[0] and N[1] are now
connected to R.

A = NODE, A = join(A,X), A = NULL

Build-in library


Synchronous channels:




Asynchronous channels:




FILTER_EQUAL, FILTER_NOT_EQUAL, FILTER_LESS,
FILTER_LESS_EQUAL, FILTER_GREATER,
FILTER_GREATER_EQUAL

Component connectors:




ASYNC_DRAIN, ASYNC_SPOUT, FIFO1, FIFO1_FULL,
FIFO1_FULL_NONDET_VALUE, FIFO1_NONDET_DATA, and
FIFO1_FULL_NONDET_DATA

Filter channels:




SYNC, SYNC_NONDET_DATA, SYNC_DRAIN,
SYNC_DRAIN_EQUAL_DATA, SYNC_SPOUT, and LOSSY_SYNC_ND

EXROUTER, SEQUENCER, SEQUENCING_READER, READER,
READER_INF, WRITER, WRITER_INF, WRITER_NONDET_VALUE, and
WRITER_INF_NONDET_VALUE

Generic connectors:


GENERIC_NONDET, GENERIC_SYNC,
GENERIC_SYNC_DATA_EQUAL, and GENERIC_ASYNC

RSL example

RSL example (improved)



Note:



Empty set of sources for components
NULL placeholder

RSL example (even better)

Hierarchical modeling

Parameterized sequencer

Dynamically changing behaviour and
structures

Data types


Integer range: int(l, u).





Enumeration: enum { VALUE A, VALUE B, VALUE C }




If a variable v has the enumeration type speciﬁed above, you can check for the
value with v==VALUE B.

Struct: struct { type_a : a; type_b : b; }




An integer range with lower bound l and upper bound (inclusive) u. Currently, only
a lower bound of 0 is supported.
int(0,0) is a singleton set only containing 0.

A structured data type (tuple) with several members, each having its own data type.
The values can be accessed using the name of the member, e.g. v.a==3 or
#A.a==3 or v.a:=2.

Tagged union: tagged union { type_a : a; type_b : b; }






A tagged union (disjoint set) can at any time hold exactly one value of one of its
member data types.
E.g., the value can be either of type type_a or type_b.
Access to the value is provided via the member name, i.e. v.a==3 would be true iff
the current value is of type type a and the value equals 3.
To check the type of the current value, a special member name called tag is
provided, e.g., v.tag==a. In this way, the current value is tagged with its type.
Assignments to a member automatically change the tag type to that member, i.e.
v.a:=3.

Guard expressions


Data expressions:







Built-in functions
Atomic propositions can be used in state guards.
Port activity: the following expressions can be used to refer to port activity:









The data of state variables and of ports may be checked for equality (==) and
inequality (!=),
integer data can also be compared using the standard comparison operators (<,
<=, >, >=).

– A, !A: Port A is active, in-active.
– { A,B } : Exactly, and only ports A and B are active, i.e. all other ports from N are
inactive.
– dataflow: At least one of the ports from N is active.
– epsilon: None of the ports from N is active, i.e. an internal transition.
– step: The disjunction of dataflow and step.

In temporal logic formulas and atomic proposition, boolean expressions over
state guards and I/O guards are supported, using the standard boolean
operators


& (and), | (or), ! (not), ˆ (xor), -> (implies) and <-> (equivalence).

Installation and usage


In the directory where the vereofy-run executable is
located, type:





$ ./vereofy-run --load-builtins --formula ’ASL<<
AG[true] >>’
--system=FIFO1

To use LTLIO model checking, the program ltl2ba is
needed. Available at




http://www.lsv.ens-cachan.fr/˜gastin/ltl2ba/download.php
Unpack the sources and build them using make.
Now copy/link the ltl2ba executable into the directory
where you start vereofy-run or use the --ltl2ba command
line option to provide the location of the ltl2ba executable.

Optional tools


Vereofy can produce output which can be visualised
using the graphviz package available at




http://www.graphviz.org/

The command line parameters


--ltl-counterexample-dot, --to-dot, and --circuit-dot

produce output ﬁle, which can be read by the graphviztools.
 To generate PDF ﬁles for a .dot ﬁle (e.g. t.dot), you
may use the dot program as follows:




$ dot -Tpdf -o t.pdf t.dot

Lost of options - see manual!

Linear time model checking

Examples


[] ( <"A">true | <"B">true )




[] ( <"A">true -> X "state==FULL" )




For all runs, whenever A is active, the FIFO will be full in the next
state

[] ( "enabled A" | "enabled B" )




For all runs, it is always the case that only port A or only port B is
active. Equivalently, [] ( "A" | "B" )

It’s always the case that for all states s on the trace, there is at
least one outgoing transition of s where either only port A or port B
is active.

Finite traces




traces where a terminal state is reached, are extended with a selfloop to the terminal state, with the I/O action labeled with a special
symbol stopped.
To check whether no such terminal state can be reached, you can
use the LTL formula G !"stopped".

Branching time model checking


CTL

Extensions


BSTL: + quantiﬁcations over preﬁxes of the data ﬂow
build from I/O-guards



ASL: + sets of controllable ports for each formula

ECT GUI

Options/commands


System:




Speciﬁcation:




For RSL and CARML ﬁles, specify the component/connector
type that should be used. For Reo diagrams, the system is
automatically determined from the diagram.
Enter the speciﬁcation type (LTL, ASL, BISIM) and the formula
for the property you want to check. For bisimulation checking,
specify the second component/connector type that should be
used. You may click on the negation symbol in front of the
formula to check the negated formula.

Data domain:


Specify a data domain to be used. If none is speciﬁed here,
the standard data domain int(0,1) is used, unless there is a
type deﬁnition for Data in the RSL or CARML ﬁle.

Buttons/commands













Interface: Show the interface, i.e. the components with their state variables, the ports
and nodes.
Show generated code: Show the generated code for the Reo diagram. This code can
be saved as an RSL ﬁle.
Generate graphical circuit connector: If the system is an RSL CIRCUIT, generate a
graphical Reo diagram for it in a new ﬁle and open it.
Export top-level circuit to DOT: If the current system is a circuit, export a graphical
representation as a Graphviz DOT ﬁle.
Export system constraint automaton to DOT: Export a graphical representation of
the constraint automaton of the system to a Graphviz DOT ﬁle.
Check: Check the current system against the current property speciﬁcation. The
result will be displayed on the left side.
Random trace: Generate a random trace of the current system. Specify the
maximum number of states in the trace. After the trace has been generated, it will we
displayed in the Trace Explorer.
Counterexample/Witness: Depending on the property, checking the system will
result in a counterexample or witness trace to be generated. This trace can either be
explored in the trace explorer, animated (if possible) or viewed as a text trace.
Statistics: provide basic statistics about the number of BDD nodes in use, as well as
the number of reachable states in the system.

Conclusions: Vereofy vs mCRL2






Property specification languages: less expressive
than mCRL2 but easier and more suitable to express
properties of Reo circuits
Provides counterexamples

Data format is less expressive, global and needs to
be described manually

Exercise





Model these processes in Reo
Check whether there are deadlocks
Check that any received order is eventually closed

